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and simultaneous carbonation of
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Olivine is considered one of the best candidates for mineral
carbonation under 200°C, because of its high Fe/Mg content
and rapid dissolution kinetics. In addition, its alteration at
higher temperatures (300°C) has also shown potential for
hydrogen generation, as Fe2+ released during the
serpentinization process may reduce water to produce H2.
Though those processes have different optimum temperatures,
they may occur simultaneously at intermediate ones.
Hydrothermal batch experiments were thus performed on
an olivine-bearing mine waste (New Caledonian mine slags) at
PCO2 = 15 - 30 MPa and at 200°C-300°C, in order to determine
the optimal environmental conditions that could lead to the
generation of hydrogen and reduced carbon molecules in a
CO2-rich environment (through Fischer-Tropsch Type
reactions), while producing mineral carbonation at the same
time. The fluid was sampled regularly and the reaction path
followed was thermodynamically modelled thanks to cation
composition analysis. In addition, organic species (aldehydes
and acids) dissolved in the fluid phase were characterized, in
order to identify intermediate products formed during the FTT
reactions. Finally, mineral and textural analyses at the nmscale were performed on secondary surface layers (through
FIB-TEM observations), to characterize the phases controlling
the dissolution kinetics.
Batch experiment performed at 15 MPa and 200 °C yielded
~20 wt.% of ferroan-magnesite and ~2.0 mmol/g of hydrogen
after a 4-weeks reaction on a ~50 µm powder, but no
detectable reduced C-componds. At 30 MPa and 250 °C - 300
°C, though analyses are still underway, the study also shows
evidences of the presence of fomaldehyde and acetaldehyde in
the fluid phase. Furthermore both hydrogen and methane were
detected in the gaseous phase, suggesting reduction of
inorganic carbon species into light hydrocarbons.
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